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Nomenclature

C Contraction coefficient
C

CD Discharge coefficient

D Container diameter

d Outlet diameter

F, G Functions

f Friction factor

g Gravitational field

h Total liquid height

h Head loss

K Entrance coefficient

L Tune length

th Mass flow rate

P1 ,	 P` Pressures, Fig.	 1 and 2

bP Pressure drop,	 (P1 - P2)

t Time

V Discharge velocity

y Liquid height

V Kinematic viscosity

P Liquid density



Introduction

Full scale testing of large liquid propellant and oxidizer supply

systems can be time consuming, expensive, and in some cases inconvenient.

For these reasons it is frequently appropriate that scaled dam labora-

tory models be considered. It might be desirable, for example, to as-

certain the performance of a large system in advance of its construction

in order to evaluate the soundness of a particular design or to provide

concrete evidence of the need for engineering changes if Laboratory tests

on a model should indicate weaknesses in a tentative design. Where a

large scale system has already been built, the ability to predict overall

performance is not as important. However, in this situation certain

unexpected features of operational behavior in the large system may

become evident. If they do, then further study may be required to estab-

lish confidence in the existing system or to determine the necessary

changes which will eliminate any of these features which are found to be

undesirable. In cases such as this it may be more convenient, realistic,

and economical to simulate the actual system with a laboratory apparatus

of stroller size. There are some occasions when only a portion of a system

requires intensive study, and a scaled down laboratory model of an in-

dividual system component may allow large numbers of experimental mea-

surements to be obtained rapidly and easily.

In order to exactly duplicate the behavior of a large system with

a corresponding laboratory model, it is required that c.cmplete similarity

be achieved. This can sometimes be accomplished if fairly simple pro-

cesses are involved. However, the task of attaining CCOPlete. similarity

beds increasingly difficult when a numbe=r of physical phenayem all



Effects of Longitudinal Vibration

on Discharge of Liquids from Propellant Tanksl

ABSTRACT

A study of liquid discharge from a cylindrical container

exposed to longitudinal vibration is described. The experi-

mental results presented reveal the existence of a flow retar-

dation effect due to vibration. The magnitude of this retar-

dation increases with vibrational acceleration level and

decreases with both the vibration frequency and with the outlet

tube length. Photographs showing some of the more interesting

visual observations are giver.. Possible causes of the flow

retardation effects are discussed. These are based on analy-

tically derived results and on evidence provided by the photo-

graphs.

1 This section of part II of the final report was pre-
sented as a paper by R. J. Schoenhals, E. R. F. Winter, and
E. I. Griggs at the 1967 Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics
Institute, and published in the Proceedings of the 1967 Heat
Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute, Stanford University
Press, 1967, Stanford, California.
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occur simultaneously and interacts with each other within a single system.

In the less complex situations it is important that the similation be

made essentially exact in order to maximize the usefulness of the labor-

atory data. For the more complex cases, whe-re exact simulation i may ;vat

be attainable, it is important to evaluate the limitations of the labor-

atory simulation and to formulate a laboratory program which minimizes

these limitations as much as possible.

It is clear that the procedures outlined above can be carried out

effectively only if the similarity parameters have been obtained and if

the relationships between them have been roughly established, perhaps by

means of approximate analytical techniques or from previously obtained

experimental measurements. The second point is very important if exact

similarity cannot be achieved. In this situation similarity should be

maintained with respect to those parameters which are dominant, and

should be sacrificed only with respect to those parameters which are known

to have a minor effect within the range of operation considered. The

present investigation was undertaken in order to provide;

1. A better understanding of the similarity relationships associated

with some of th` fluid dynamics phenomena occurring in propellant

and oxidizer supply systems.

2. A basis for obtaining a given amount of needed information

from a minimum of simmularity experiments conducted with scaled

Laboratory models.

3. A basis for obtaining maxismm information from a given number

of similarity experiments adducted with scaled laboratory

models.
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4. A basis for suggesting improved techniques that may facilitate

future similarity investigations whose goals are related to

any of the three items above.

This paper describes results obtained from a similarity study of

gravity and pressure driven discharge of liquids from propellant supply

ocntainers. The similarity parameters derived should be applicable to

systems of complex geometry (Fig. 1). For purposes of simplicity, however,

the experimental and analytical results were obtained for a simpler

geometn, (Fig. 2) in orc-r to verify the significance and importance of

the similarity parameters, and to establish the validity and limitations

associated with the approximate analytical solutions. The experimental

and analytical results make it possible to estimate the performance of

the more complex systems such as that shown in Fig. 1. Only single

phase fluid flaw conditions are considered.

Pnysical Effects Associated With Single Phase Discharge

In this section the major physical effects associated with single

phase discharge are discussed briefly, and the problem definition is

given for the situations illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Fords act on

the flaid to produce fluid acceleration during the discharge process.

The various kinds of forces, and the corresponding two types of fluid

acceleration that result from the action of these forces, are indicated

in Table 1.

The noundary forces (forces perpendicular to the walls) are suffi-

cient to prevent the fluid from moving normal to the boundaries, the

confining structure being considered rigid. Gravity and the external
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presaure drop (f ran  rho top to the bottan of the fluid oolum) contribute

to downward acy-elerat?on of the fluid colum, while viscous forces impede

this acceleration. Convective acceleration is associated with the change

in velocity of a fluid particle as it travels fiat a region of one velo-

city into a region having a different velocity. Thus, convective accel-

eration can be produced even if the f1c7w is steady. Local acceleration

of the fluid is associated with the time varying, or transient, condition

of the flcc.:. This acceleration, at any point in the system, is equal to

the time rate of change of velocity at that point. The two acceleration

contributions, when added together at any particular point in the system,

give the actual acceleration of the fluid particle passing through that

point at a particular instant of time.

In general, the pressure drop across the system, (P;-P-), may vary

with time. The effective gravitational field, g, may also vary in accor-

dance with changes in vehicle thrust. If local pressures are low enough

cavitation may occur. Surfaoe tension effects may conceivably :)e injmrtant

if the system dimensions are small enough. Also, in practical applications

the valve setting may vary with time. This, however, x nov hts to a time

va Z.., ing change in the system gearetry and is beyond the scope of this

paper. In order to keep the discussion brief, the pressure drop, AP,

and the gravitational field, g, are `alien 'is constants. Surface tension

and variable valve settings are omitted. Ptw-n-seena associated with

cavitation are not considered. It should be wntioned at this point

that similarity studies of other phenomena occurring in propE•'.: ;+^ supply

systkms have been reported by a number of investigators. Fbr exanple,

Nein and Thcapson [2) have presented similarity results from a study of
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cryogr--nic propellant. tank pressurization in which heat and mass transfer

were cmnsidered.

Similarity Parameters

Application of dimensional analysis to the single phase situation

(Figs. 1 and 2) gives rise to the following dimensionless parameters:

	

ffi	 dimensionless mass flow rate
h

F
r -d°
; 4 	+ 2g.

t	 dimensionless tines
^ 2h9

w/ 'g , ratio of pressu +e head to initial hydrostatic head
h

d- 	 a characteristic Reynolds number

Consideration of these quantities, together with the various ocabinat-ions

of system dimensions (Figs. 1 and 2), results in

m	 F	 t	 ,P/pg d ►'2 h D L	 (1)

	

Td` 
jr -

-
2c^	

+	 h	 d d d
' 

This result can also be expressed in terms of the instantaneous liquid

height, y, rather than the mass discharge rate, m, provided that the

liquid surface remains planar. This leads to

	

Y= G t	 WF	 d v'TcT h D L	
(2)h	 h	 v ' d' d dr2hg
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Notice that parameter, 1':P/pgh, gives the driving effect due to the

external pressure drop relative to that produced by gravity. This sim-

ilarity parameter, therefore, provides a comparison of two of four types

of fortes indicated in Table 1. Similarly, the reciprocal ofd 2 I-

provides a measure of the impeding viscous forces relative to the gravity

forces.

E^rimental Results in Terms of Similarity Parameters

Discharge experiments were carried out using two different containers

having inside diameters of 9" and 18" respectively. The containers were

designed so that disd:arge Woos of various diameters and lengths could

be attached. Orifice plates with sever&1 different opening diameters were

also provided in order to simulate conditions corresponding bo discharge
s

tubes having very short lengths. Various external pressure drops were

used. This was accomplished by increasing the container air supply pressure,
:.

P,, above atmospheric pressure or by reducing the discharge pressure,

P,, below atmospheric pressure, or by canbinations of both. Sane of the

tests were conducted with no external pressure drop, for the case where

P I =P,. With the arrangement irt?icated above, all of the dimensionless

parameters could be varied one at a time.

Both water and glycerin were used as test fluids so that a large

range of Reynolds numbers could be conveniently covered. The containers

were made of plexiglass so that the liquid level was clearly visible.

Fluid height measurements were obtained by both visual and photographic

methods. ':he visual measurements were mademade by attaching graduated paper

strips to the exterior of the container wall. The zero coordinate was
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set at the initial position of the fluid surface, and surface heights

were marked at fixed increments of time. This procedure gave a permanent

record of the fluid surface height decrease as a function of time.

For the more rapid discharge processes a movie ca*rera was used. The

camera was operated at a fixed frame rate. At the exact instant the dis-

charge process was initiated the lighting system was actuated, thus mark-

ing the initial frame at which the discharge process was started. Fluid

height as a function of time was obtained from the film. This was done

by counting the number of frames which were exposed during the period from 	 }

the initiation of discharge until a particular fluid height of interest

was reached. The number of framms exposed was then converted to elapsed

time.

Typical experimental results which illustrate the qualitative effects

of the various similarity parameters are shown in Fig. 3. Increases in

":P/,gh produce corresponding increases in the rate of discharge (Fig. 3A) .

A similar trend occurs with increasing d 3Tgg/v (Fig. 3B), an effect which

is associated with a relative reduction in the influence of fluid viscosity.

Variations in h/d were found to have a lesser effect within the ope;:ating

ranges investigated ( Fig. 3C). Decreasing the discharge outlet diameter

relative to the container diameter (increasing D/d) produces a retardation

in the discharge rate (Fig. 3D). Increasing the discharge tube length

relative to its diameter (increasing L/d) also produces a retarding in-

fluence due to an increase in fluid friction (Fig. 3E). The above remarks

and the typical results shown in Fig. 3 briefly summarize the qualitative

effects associated with variations in the se-moral similarity parameters.

It is reasonable to assume that when (h-L)/d is small, i.e., of the order
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of unity or less, the close proximity of the liquid surface to the con-

tainer exit strongly influences the streamline pattern. In this range

variations in h/d affect the discharge rate significantly (see Fig. 3C).

For the more practical operating ranges investigated, which are associated

with larm values of (h-L)/d, variations in h/d produce no significant

effect on the discharge rate.

Analysis and Experimental Verification

A number of analyses were carried out which vary it carmlexity, in

the geometry associated with the system being studied, and in the physical

effects accounted for. The simplest of these analyses involved application

of Bernoulli's equation.to an assurted ideal fluid in the absence of an

external pressure drop. 'this kind of physical model accounts for boundary

forces, gravity forces, and convective fluid acceleration. But it fails

to account for forces due to fluid viscosity and system pressure drop as

well as fluid inertia associated with local acceleration (see Table 1).

The results obtained, for both liquid height and for mass flow rate, are

4	
1	 {m 	(3)-	 = 1- t l	 t i

in'^	 ,1	 1
7d .	 1.	

g
4't4)

1	 t	
z

^
h-	 r2h y

Since is defined as '(D/d) " - 1, the above expressions are consistent

with the similarity parameters previously given. Due to the conditions

assumed in the derivation, however, &P/pah and d3cj /v do not appear.

T

(4)
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L/d and h/d also have no effect on the results according to this highly

simplified method of prediction.

The additional physical effects in Table 1, not accounted for by

the physical model. described above, were introducce one at a time to obtain

predictions of the relative _influence of each of these effects. In reality

the local fluid acceleration dominates over convective acceleratior during

the initial portion of the discharge since the discharge rate is zero at

the very start of the process. During this period the inertia associated

with the fluid local acceleration produces a retarding effect. The time

duration of this period is small, however, and its effect on the overall

discharge process is very slight unless the discharge diameter becomes

sizeable relative to the container diameter. This is illustrated .i-.

Fig. 4, which contains results determined by incorporating the local

acceleration effect into the simplified physical model described above.

With L/d=0, the corresponding equation of motion for the fluid, fraln which

these results were calculated, is

	

d`	 1	 d h

	

d "l	 t	
^h

i..	
4iV i	 d 1	 t	 IIi

ti 2h g}	
j	 ^s Vg i.

Additional analytical predictions were obtained for the general case of

discharge through a tube of any length which accounted for local fluid

acceleration as well as for all of the other physical effects listed in

Table 1. Typical results from these more extensive analyses are illus-

trated in Fig. 5.

Experimental data and analytical evidence of the type given in
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figs. 4 and 5 indicate that errors in prediction of discharge rates re-

sulting from omission of the fluid local acceleration are very small for

system geometries typically used in practice (large values of D/d, which

lead to correspondingly large values of F':). If local acceleration is

omitted from consideration, the resulting physical model is called "quasi-

steady" (see the lowest curves in Figs. 4 and 5). Hence, an analysis

based on such a quasi-steady model, and incorporating all of the remaining

physical effects listed in Table 1, was carried out. In this analysis a

discharge coefficient CD, was utilized which allows for the possibility

of fluid contraction at the exit in addition to accounting for the influ-

ence of viscosity. The discharge coefficient is the ratio of the actual

discharge rate to the idealized rate predicted for the same situation,

but with viscous and contraction effects omitted. The calculation of the

idealized rate accounts for both gravitational and pressure driving effects.

Thus, the following relations are obtained:

rh = CD PA 	 + GP tag	 (6)

m=C 
oA 

3 2gy +r",P Pg-	 (7)
c ^:

where Cc is the contraction coefficient and h L is the head loss due to

viscosity, (K + fL/d) V 2 /2g. K is the loss coefficient for the discharge

tube entrance and f is the Darcy Weisbach friction factor for the tube.

C
c

CD	
1 + 

K + fL/d1 _ 	 (8)

[ 1 - (d/D) 4 J c

For orifice type discharge (L/d very small), Vennard (31 has
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presented an empirical curve giving % in terms of a Reynolds nu ber which

was modified to (d"74v") v,y/h + %P/ogh for application to the present

problem. in addition, Vennard suggests nominal C D values of 0.61 when

contraction occurs and 0.80 for very short tubes when contraction is absent.

Sabersky and Acosta [4] give the corresponding nominal values of 0.60 and

0.82 respectively. For discharge through a tube (L/d>.,J.), the fluid

normally fills the tube at its outlet, and Cc=1 in Equation (8). Streeter

[5] gives a nominal value of 0.5 for K, and f can be obtained from the

Moody Chart [5]. For very short tubes, fL/d is negligible coupared with

K in Equation (8) which yields CD 0.82 for Cc=1, K=0.5, and d/D<<l. Thus,

the value of CD obtained from Equation (8) for very short tubes is in good

agreement with the corresponding nominal values recomwnded by Vennard

[3] and by Sabersky and Acosta[4].

Since the friction factor, f, is a function of the instantaneous

tube flow Reynolds number, which is dependent on the discharge rate given

by Equation (1), it follow; that f should in reality depend on all of the

similarity parameters appearing on the riot hand side of Equation (1).

It can be shown by diirensional analysis (and it follows partially from

some of the preceding discussions) that K, Cc , and % are all tentative

functions of these same similarity parameters. T1-us, any analysis which

incorporates the use of the discharge coefficient is implicitly in agree-

ment with the similarity relationships given by Equations (1) and (2).

Although information for f is available from the Moody Chart [5),

further details concerning the influence of the various similarity para-

meters on the remaining quantities were not found in the literature. Fbr

example, as the liquid surface approaches the container exit there is an
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alteration of the streamline pattern in this region. It is expected that

this would have an influence on Cc and % for orifice type discharge as

well as on K for tube type discharge. Thus, h/d should be important in

the rand where (h-L)/d is small. A similar argument suggests that D/d

should have an eftect on these quantities when D/d is a small number.

Similarity information on all of the desired effects such as these appar-

ently is not available.

In many actual situations where h/d and D/d are quite sizeable,

effects sudz as those described above are very small. Thus, the use of

the nominal values previously discussed does not produce a severe practical

limitation. This was a procedure followed in the present research for

prediction purposes. CD was taken to be close to 0.8 for orifice type

discharge and K was taken as 0.5 for discharge through a tube. C c was

normally assumed to be unity while f was obtained for smooth tubes from

the Moody Chart [5]. With tjiese values, CD was calculated frown Equation

(8) for discharge through a tube. This required estimating the order of

magnitude of the discharge rate in advance for the purpose of calculating

Reynolds numbers to be applied to the abscissa of the Moody Chart. Since

the instantaneous tube flow Reynolds number varies with time during the

discharge process, it follows that f, and hence CD , vary also. In most

of the situations for which prediction was attempted, the variations of

f and CD were found to be quite small over the major protion of the dis-

charge period. This made it possible to estimate the maxiimn discharge

rate expected, to obtain from this rate a Reynolds number, and then use

the Moody Chart to obtain an average f value for` the entire process.

This value, in turn, was used to obtain a oorrespor dLig average value for

r
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CD from 14uation (8). Equation (6) was then employed to obtain results

similar to those given by Equations (3) and (4). These relations, derived

with CD assumed constant over the discharge period, are

jdl y 	 m	 C	 ^P ! C	 t	 (9)

'j
1 - , D .	

` ` d' , 2
	

D	 1 +	
^'2h/g

4	 g

LII C 	 rc
Y	 1- 2	 l+ '.P j_D	 t	 + i D	

t 1	 (10)
h	 p-	 v2h	 2̀̂ h^11 ^< <	 gI

These expressions, when utilized with 
CD 

values obtained as described

above, provided good predictions of experimentally obtained discharge re-

sults. Typical comparisons of experimental data with these analytical

predictions are given in Figs. 6 and 7. Notice that Equations (9) and (10)

explicitly contain all of the similarity parameters appearing in Fqu,,tions

(1) and (2) except for L/d and h/d. However, CD is related to L/d by

Equation (8), and is usually a weak function of-h/d unless (h-L)/d is very

small. within this approxim.:tion, then, Equations (9) and (10) are con-

sistent with Equations (1) Evid (2) .

Fes ,ale

In this paper results obtained from dimensional analysis, from

experiments, and from analytical techniques have been correlated for single

phase discharge of liquids from containers. It is obvious from these re-

sults that good predi c=tions of actual system perfo=anae can be obtained

using straightforward procedures. These analytical predictions could be

r
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extended over wider ranges of the similarity parameters than were verified

experimentally in the present study. However, the accuracy of such pre-

dictions would be in doubt unless further experiments covering these

extended ranges were carried out. In particular, the variation of the

discharge coefficient needs U3 be investigated over a broader spectrum of

system geomet.ies and transient flow conditions. Efforts along these lines

are currently in progress and will be reported at a later date. Attempts

will be made to develop convenient engineering correlations, in terms of

the similarity parameters, which will predict discharge behavior over

extremely large ranges of these dimensionless groups for single phase flow.

Since cavitation, causing two phase flow, and sam- degree of vortex

action were both observed during a few experiments, investigations were

initiated in order to study these phenomena. The onset of cavitation was

predicted analytically in terms of the appropriate similarity parameters.

71,ds prediction was verified experimentally for a particular system geo-

metry. The investigations of cavitation and vortex flow are being con-

tinged.

V,
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SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS
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INTRODUCTION

Part II of this Final Report on "Improved Fluid Dynamics

Similarity, Analysis and Verification" is entitled EFFECTS OF

LONGITUDINI'.L VIBP.ATION ON DISCHARGE OF LIQUIDS FROM PROPELLANT

TANKS. It consists of two publications and a Master's thesis.

Because of this there is a separate page numbering system for

each section of the report. Each section is self-contained

and has its own Table of Contents and all of the other necessary

information.

In the first section a study of gravity and pressure

driven discharge of liquids from propellant tanks is described.

In particular, the similarity parameters cescribing such dis-

charge processes were obtained by means of dimensional analy-

sis. Some analytical results, incorporating the various phy-

sical effects of importance, are presented graphically in terms

of these similarity parameters. Experimental data are also

plotted graphically in order to verify the similarity parameters,

to indicate the operating ranges for which these parameters are

important, and to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical re-

salts. This investigation was the starting point for study of

the influence of vibration on discharge of liquids from pro-

pellant tanks.

The influence of vibration was specifically studied in a



subsequent investigation which resulted in a publication in

the Proceedings of the 1967 Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics

Institute, and that publication forms the second section of

this report. It treats discharge of a liquid from a cylindri-

cal container whi=h is exposed to longitudinal vibration. The

experimental results presented reveal the existence of a flow

retardation effect due to vibration.. The magnitude of this

retardation increases with vibrational acceleration level and

decreases with both the vibration frequency and with the outlet

tube length. Photographs showing some of the more interesting

visual observations are given. Possible causes of the flow

retardation effects are discussed.

Some of the questions raised in the second raction and

left unanswered were subsequently studied in a research project

leading to an MSME thesis. which forms the third section of this

report. Of primary interest was the retardation of flow from

discharge tanks subjected to vibratory motion. Comparisons of

analytical and experimental data exhibit fair agreement in the

low frequency range. An explanation is given for the flow re-

tardation based on the decreased average pressure measured at

the inlet to the discharge tube.

z



A Similarity Stud y of Gravity and Pressure Driven
Discharge of Liquids from Propellant Tanks 

ABSTRACT

A study of gravity and e.ressure driven discharge of

liquids from propellant tanks is described. Similarity para-

meters obtained by means of dimensional analysis are given.

Analytical results, incorporating the various physical effects

of importance, are presented graphically in terms of these

similarity parameters. Experimental data are also plotted

graphically in order to verify the similarity , parameters. to

indicate the operating ranges for which these parameters are

important, and to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical re-

sults. The results presented can be used for making engineering

determinations of propellant supply- system performance.

1 This section of part II of the final report was pre-
sented as a paper by E. R. F. Winter and R. J. Schoenhals at
a meeting of the American Astronautical Society in Huntsville.
Alabama. and published in the Proceedings of the Southeastern
Symposium on Missiles and Aerospace Vehicles Sciences, vol. I,
December 1966, Huntsville, Alabama, pages 48-1 to 48-13.
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NOMENCLATURE

C wave velocity

CD discharge coefficient

D container diametei

d outlet diameter

F l ,F 2 ,F 3 functions

f vibration frequency

G acceleration level, gv/g

g effective gravitational field

gv vibrational acceleration amplitude

h initial liquid height

L discharge tube length

ih mass flow rate

Po oscillating component of pressure

P1 ullage pressure

P2 outlet pressure

AP pressure drop.	 (P1 - P2)

t time

y liquid height

r(Dld)7 - 1

V kinematic viscosity

P liquid density

W angular frequency, 2•Trf

2



IbITRODUCTION

The influence of structural vibration on fluid flow behavior

is of considerable interest in liquid propellant rocket technology

since some of the existing high thrust systems are known to under--

go severe vibration during flight (1). Such vibration can cause

considerable surface slosh ing in the fuel tanks of liquid pro-

pellant rockets, and these phenomena have been extensively invest-

igated (Z, 3). In certain cases self excited longitudinal oscills-

tions have been attributed to strong periodic variations in engine

thrust which are caused by the combined dynamic interaction of the

engine, structure, and propellan- supply system (1, 4). In view 	 =

of the importance of these problems it appears desirable to obtain 	 z

information concerning the possible effects that vibration may
3

have on liquid propellant and oxidizer supply rates.

This paper describes results obtained from a study of liquid

discharge from a cylindrical container subjected to longitudinal

vibration. Figure 1 shows the system under discussion. The

liquid surface is initially at height, h, and transient discharge

of the liquid through the outlet occurs. At any given instant of

time during the transient period the amount of liquid remaining in

9
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the tank is given by the liquid surface height, y. The effective

gravitational field, g, included a contribution due to the

steady component of vehicle acceleration for any situation

where the simpii .fied model (Figure 1) is used to simulate an

actual propellant supply system during flight. In this study

the effective gravitational field (earth's gravity only), the

ullage pressure (P
I
), and the outlet pressure (D 2 ) were each

maintained constant throughout the transient discharge process.

An experimental and analytical investigation has previously

been carried out for the ,system shown in Figure 1 without con-

sideration of vibratory effects (5). For an incompressible

liquid and a rigi3 confining structure in the absence of vibration,

dimensional analysis r ives the dimensionless masa flow rate in

terms of similarity parameters:

tit	 t
F	

AP/py d 2^h h D Ll	
(1)

d2	

= l 2h/g.	 h
tr 

P( 4 ) 2gh

This result can also be expressed in terms of the instantaneous

liquid height, y, rather than the mass discharge rate, a:, pro-

vided that the liquid surface remains planar. This leads to

Y_ r t ^ d^ h D L"	 (2)
h F2 L 

2h jg
' h	 v d' d` d]
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Typical experimental data from Reference ( 5) are given in Figure

2. These data are plotted following the representation indicated

by equation (1). They illustrate tine qualitative effects that

each of the dimensionless similarity parameters has on the liquid

surface height vs time curve. Also, fairly straightforward analy-

tical procedures were developed based on simple physical models,

and these were found to predict the measured data reasonably well.

Typical comparisons of measured data with the corresponding analy-

tical predictions are reproduced from Reference (5) in Figures

3 and 4.

The present investigation was a logical outgrowth of the

similarity study described above. Attention is now directed to-

ward the addition of sinusoidal vibration in the longitudinal

direction, as shown in Figure 1, and what influence it might have

on the rate of discharge as compared with the non-vibratory

situation (Figures 2, 3, and 4).

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

An experimental apparatus was designed and constructed for

studying the discharge process under vibratory conditions. Most

of the essential features concerning handling of the test liquid

and introducing vibration are shown in Figure 5.

The cylindrical fluid container was transparent so that

visual observation of the test fluid was possible. It was wads

from a 4' long section of 9" diam ter plexigla.ss tubing (^" thick



wall) which was attached to a 1 L," thick plexiglass plate at the

bottom. This plate was fitted with an adaptor so that discharge

tubes of different diameters could be attached. Another plexi-

glass plate at the top contained two fittings for attachment of

the test fluid inlet line and a pressurized air line. The latter

was used for test runs at elevated ullage pressures. Metal tie

rods between the top and bottom plates reinforced the fluid con-

tainer which was rigidly attached to a supporting structure

connected to the vibrator table. The electrodynamic shaker system

used had a force capacity of 5000 lbs., and when the vibrator

table was oscillated vertically this motion was transmitted

through the supportina structure to the fluid container. An

accelerometer mounted on the container base was used to mc-nitor

the vibrational acceleration amplitude. The signal from the

accelerometer was also observed with an oucilloscope for verifi-

cation of an essentially sinusoidal waveform. 	 The input fre-

quency was accurately measured by means of an electronic counter.

During each experimental run the test fluid drained into a

receiving vessel which was supported by a stationary frame

attached to the housing of the shaker. A eight glass on the

receiving vessel was used to observe the mount of liquid drained

from the vibrating fluid container at equal time increments

during each transient test run. For each test a strip of paper
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with graduated markings was attached with tape to the sight glass

so that the i:istantaneous liquid height in the receiver vessel

could be observed and marked on the strip at specified values

of elapsod time. Thus, a permanent record of receiving vessel

liquid height vs time was obtained for each run in the form of

a paper strip with height markings corresponding to known values

of time.

Before each test run the receiving vessel liquid height was

brourht to a predetermined reference level. A paper strip was

then attached to the sight glass with the zero :narking at this

level. Each of the other graduated markings then corresponded

to a particular decrease in liquid surface height in the fluid

container. The calibration between the graduated markings and

the decrease in liquid surface height was carefully determined

under non-vibratory conditions before any oz the test runs were

performed.

During vibratory tests the liquid surface in the fluid con-

tainer moved up and down due to vibration, and in some situations

considerable sloshing occurred. The method used, however, gave

measurements of the amount of liquid drained from the vibrating

container. This method was accurate since the liquid level in

the stationary receiving vessel remained relatively quiescent,

although it rose steadily, even in the more severe cases of
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violent sloshing in the vibrating fluid container. Use of the pre-

determined calibration with the markings made on the paper strips

yielded idealized y-values corresponding to a smooth horizontal

surface (see Figure 1). For those cases in which sloshing was

present, each y-value corresponded physically to the liquid surface

height that would be obtained for that specific time if both the

vibration and the discharge were instantaneously terminated so

that the liquid surface could become level. Thus, the y- values

obtained have physical significance in that they are proportional

to the volume of test liquid remaining in tote fluid container even

for those situations where sloshing occurred.

A plug at the lower end of the discharge tube was used to

prevent the liquid from draining before each test was started.

As soon as the chosen vibrational conditions were obtained the

plug was removed to begin the transient discharge process. Time

was measured with a stop watch, and the corresponding marks were

made on the paper strip. At the end of each test the vibration

was stopped and the paper strip was removed. The valve in the

drain line was then opened so that the liquid could pass to the

overflow vessel until the liquid level in the sight glass reached

the zero reference. At this point the valve in the drain line

was closed, the plug was inserted at the lower end of the discharge

tube, and a new paper strip was attached to the sight glass in



Figures 6 through 10 contain some of the experimental data

obtained using water as the test fluid. These data were non-

dimensionalized and plotted following the procedure indicated

in Figures 3 and 4. Values of the various non-vibratory para-

meters used are given in the captions. These can easily be

converted to a dimensionless form if desired in accordance with

the pattern indicated by equation (2) and by Figure 2. Figures

11 through 19 contain photographs of some of the more interesting

visual observations obtained using water as the test fluid. All

of the results are discussed in the following section.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figures 6A through 6D clearly show that the flow was retarded

by vibration, and the amount of retardation increased with the

vibrational acceleration amplitude (given as a dimensionless ratio,

G gv/g). In addition, the retardation for a given G-level

decreased with rising frequency. This is also illustrated in

Figures 6E and 6F which contain crossplots of the data appearing

in Figures 6A through 6D for G-1 and for G-5 respectively, with

frequency as a parameter. Since the data shown in Figure 6 were a

obtained with an L/d ratio of only 4, this case is referred to as

a short discharge tube situation.

Figure 7 shows the effect produced when the discharge tube
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was lengthened from 2" to 12 11 , giving an L/d ratio of 24. in

obtaining these data the initial liquid surface was at the same

height above the container bottom (44") as in the case associated

with Figure 6. However, with L=12" instead of 2" the outlet was

10" lower so that the h-value was increased from 46" to 56". The

other parameters were maintained identical to those indicated in

Figure 6. The curves of Figure 7 exhibit trends which are quali-

tatively like those of Figure 6, but the retardation magnitudes

are very much reduced. Thus, according to Figures 6 and 7 the

length of the discharge tube, or more appropriately the L/d

ratio, is a very important parameter in determining how strongly

the discharge rate is affected by the imposed vibration.

Experiments equivalent to those associated with Figures 6

anO 7 were also performed using a smaller diameter discharge tube

(d='''-") and with all other conditions being the same. The retard-

ation trends and the orders of magnitude were about the same as

those indicated in Figures 6 and 7. For the sake of conciseness

these data are not included in this presentation.

One difficulty was encountered in conducting the experiments

associates: with Figures 6 and 7. At low frequencies and high

G-levels rather sizeable surface notions were observed (Figure 11).

The transverse inertia of the fluid produced a low amplitude,

slowly varying, periodic side motion of the upper portion of the
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fluid container during the early part of the discharge time period

when the liquid column was relatively high. This resulted from

a coupling between the longitudinal motion imposed on the system

and a nonlinear subharmonic response of the liquid, an effect

which is well known and has been studied previously (2, 3). At

higher frequencies the liquid surface remained relatively level

so that large scale surface motions and severe sloshing did not

occur. However, in some cases small droplets were continuously

ejected from the surface forming a fairly continuous upward

spray (Figure 12). Each droplet would merely fall back to the

liquid surface, perhaps after striking the container wall or

top. Any influence of this kind of surface behavior certainly

had no appreciable effect on the discharge rate. At the higher

G-levels bubbles often formed in the liquid, producing two phase

conditions, either at the top of the liquid column or further

down -- regions far removed from the liquid surface (Figures 13

and 14). In some cases a single cavity formed at the bottom where

the cylinder wall was attached to the base (Figure 15). These

phenomena have all been observed previously and are described

elsewhere (6-12).

In order to avoid the small amplitude side motion of the

upper portion of the fluid container (described in the previous

paragraph) additional experiments were carried out using a smaller
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initial liquid height. This virtually eliminated the problem

associated with container side motion, even in the presence of

severe surface motions which occurred at low frequencies and high

G-levels. Except for this favorable difference, the visual ob-

servations obtained were qualitatively the same as those described

in the previous paragraph. Experimental date for a 26" initial

liquid height are shown in Figure 8. Corresponding measurements

(not shown) were obtained with L=12" instead of 2" (h :^36" instead

of 26"). All of these data exhibited the same trends and about

the same percentage effects as those shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Thus, the subharmonic side motion observed in connection with

figures 6 and 7 was not a major factor contributing to the retard-

ation effects shown.

One of the more pertinent questions at this point is associ-

ated with whether or not a sloshing surface can have an appreciable

influence in producing flow retardation. The data shown in Figure

6 through 8 did not answer this question since the operating range

of appreciable retardation effect coincided with the ranga in

which sloshing was observed (low fregi.iencies and high G-levels).

In order to provide further information a styrofoam float was

placed on the liqu , '_ surface (Figure 16) in order to prevent

sloshing, and a set of experimental measurements was obtained.

Some of these data are shown in Figure 9B. Comparison of these



major differences. HencN; • the sloshing effects at the liquid

surface had essentially no influence in producing discharge flow

retardation.

Experiments carried out at elevated ullage pressures

(P l > P  in Figura 1) revealed a lesser retarding influence of

vibration as compared with corresponding experiments conducted

with zero pressure drop. The data shown in Figure 10 are typical

of those obtained during pressure driven discharge. it appeared

from the measurements that the generally faster rates of discharge

resulting from sizeable pressure drops caused any retarding in-

fluence of the vibration to be almost negligible by comparison.

Figure 17 shows a uniform discharge stream in the absence

of vibration, and Figure 18 shows how the stream was typically

altered to form a pulsating type flow in the presence of vibration

having a sufficiently high G-level. Such a pulsating pattern

undoubtedly occurred due to the presence of a sizeable pressure

amplitude at the bottom of the vibrating fluid container near the

entrance to the discharge tube. it should be noted, however,

that the time averaged flow for a pulsating stream did not

necessarily exhibit a strong retEtzdation effect compared with

the corresponding no vibration situation. This was particularly

evident when a long discharge tube was used (Figure 7).



stream composed of liquid droplets was often observed (Figure 19).

With this kind of flow pattern the discharge tube was probably

not full of liquid. This would amount to a reduction in the

corss-sectional area of the discharge stream, and a corresponding

decrease in the effective contraction coefficient to a value

considerably belo', unity. Flow patterns of the type shown in

Figure 19 were often present in those situations in which size-

able vibratory effects were measured (Figures 6 and 8), and a

reduction in the discharge stream area appears to be a most

plausible explanation for the retardation obtained.

It is appropriate at this point to consid ;: tts4 system from

an analytical viewpoint to see what further explanations of fluid

behavior can be established. Consider an incompressible liquid

being discharged under the influence of a gravitational field, g,

only (P 1 = P2 in Figure 1). In the absence of vibration the

quasi-steady flow rate, according to the Bernoulli equation, is

proportional to yg. If vibration is now imposed, then the

resulting gravitational field acting on the fluid is (g + g  cos "0.

For very low frequencies the fluid responds to the time-varying

field in a quasi-steady manner, and the instantaneous flow rate

is proportional to Vy . Ig + g  cos Ut) . By integrating this

expression over a complete vibration cycle the time averaged flow
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rate can be obtained, and this can be compared with the corres-

ponding steady flow rate in the absence of vibration. The results

of this procedure show a retarding influence of vibration due to

the nonlinear square root relationship between instantaneous flow

rate and the combined gravitational -vibrational fore ,: field. The

amount of retardation increases with G - level as indicated in

Figure 20 in agreement with the experimental data. However, the

predicted retardation values given in Fig nre 20 are somewhat

larger than the corresponding experimentally observed values

(Figures 6 through 9). This is understandable since the analyti-

cal prediction shown is valid only for very low frequencies, and

is restricted to a liquid with a horizontal free surface inside

a rigid container. As frequency increases the fluid can no

longer respond to the vibration in a quasi -steady manner due to

its inertia. Accurate analytical predictions accounting for a

frequency dependency due to fluid inertia would most probably

show lesser retardation effects than those given in Figure 20.

It should be pointed out here that a general relationship account-

ing for these inertia effects, as well as all of the other para-

meters, would be of the form

jtAPjpg d 22h	 h D L /!	 /^^y^J^^;Fy 	 y	 v , d, d, a	 its/ y	 (3)
11	 J	 ^1

where G and f 2h/g are the dimensionless vibrational acealeration
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amplitude and frequency respectively. This expression follows

the form given in equation (2). It should be valid for an

incompressible single phase fluid in a rigid container exposed

to vibration even if the free surface does not remain horizontal,

provided that y/h is interpreted as the fractional portion of

the in- tial liquid remaining in the container (as discussed in

the previous section dealing with experimental procedure).

Within the frequency -ange investigated experimentally the

system did not ",ehave as an incompressible fluid - rigid container

combination for most of the cases studied. Therefore . analytical

attempts based on the kind o f model just described were not

pursued further. However, it is revealing to consider the longi-

tudinal one- -dimensional wave behavior of a compressible fluid

:.n a cylindrical container with elastic walls which is closed at

the bottom (10, 11, 12). For this situation the oscillating

component of pressure at the container bottom, if dissipation

effects are neglected, is given by

Pg C

Po w tan ^^ C-L j cos u+t .	 (4)

C is the longitudinal wave velocity of the system which was found

to be about 1000 fps for the experimental system used provided

that no bubbles were present as shown, for example, in Figures

13 and 14.. When bubbles are present in a liquid the compressi-

bility of the fluid column is increased, and this causes a
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reduction in the wave velocity. The variation of pressure ampli-

tude with vibrational frequency, as given by equation (4), is

shown in Figure 21.

The first resonant frequency is obtained from equation (4)

as w(y-L)/C = n/2 where large pressure amplitudes can result

even if g  is not large. The pressure amplitude for a given g 

value decreases as the vibrational f=c"Lency deviates from

resonance. Above this resonance there is a phase shift of 180

degrees. The lowest resonance encountered during the experimen-

tal runs (in the absence of bubbles) was in the neighborhood of

60 to 70 cps, and corresponded to the largest liquid height. As

the liquid height decreases the first resonant frequency increases

according to the expression given above. The higher resonant

frequencies (second; third, and so on) were always well above

the vibration excitation frequency used.

At near resonant conditions actual pressure amplitudes are

lower than predicted by equation (4) due to energy dissipation

(10, 12). In the present study further reduction probably

occurred since the fluid container was not closed at the bottom.

Thus, the discharge opening in the center of the bottom plate

provided a direct path to the atmosphere for pressure release,

and this probably caused considerable attenuation of the actual

pressure amplitudes at the container bottom in the experimental
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apparatus. In addition, bubbles were often present in the liquid

and were unevenly distributed during many of the experimental test

runs. ;his creates another complicating factor which would cauay.

further inaccuracy in predicting actual system behavior with any

simplified analytical model. Nevertheless, equation (4) provides

a starting point for constructing qualitative explanations of

the observed pulsating flow patterns shown in Figures 18 6-iu 19,

as well as establishing a basis for a more complete and detailed

study of these phenomena.

CONCLUSIONS

A study of the discharge of liquid from a cylindrical con-

tainer subjecteu to longitudinal vibration has been performed.

Flow retardation effects as high as 30% were measured using a

length-to-diameter ratio of 4. The magnitude of the retardation

was found to increase with G-level and decrease with freque.:y.

The retarding influence of the vibration was greatly reduced

when the L/d ratio was increased. The effect of vibration was

also strongly reduced when the ullage pressure was increased.

Sizeable surface motions and sloshing were found to produce no

appreciable contribution in causing the retardation observed.

At the higher G-levels used bubbles were present in the liquid

in accordance with observations reported by previous investigators,

but they were not usually located in the immediate vicinity of the

container outlet.
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An analytical prediction for very lcw frequencies exhibits

a retarding influence in qualitative agreement with the trends

observed from the measurements, but the measured retardation

effects are smaller than predicted. This prediction, if extended,

should be attenuated with rising frequency. A more refined

analytical approach requires consideration of the compressibility

of the liquid column and how it is affected by the elastic deform-

ation of the container walls. An analytical prediction accounting

for these effects is available frc:' previous studies of containers

closed at the bottom. The actual pressure amplitudes at the

bottom were probably somewhat lower than the values given by the

idealized expression due to the influence of dissipation, the

effect of the discharge opening, and the presence of bubbles in

the liquid. ,hese items a ye presently under study and will be

reported upon et a later date. However, use of this simplified

expression suggests that strong pressure variations can exist

near the entrance to the discharge tube, which explains the prob-

able cause of the strongly pulsating flow patterns observed

photographically.

The largest retardation effects were measured in the presence

of strongly pulsating flows which tended to break up into streams

of droplets diverging from the outlet. One of the most plausible

explanations of the retardation in these cases appears to be a

reduction in the cross-sectional area of the liquid stream.
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Figure 11. Large Surface Disturbances Produced By Vibration
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Figure 15. Single Cavity Formed At The Container Bottom
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Ligi.lid Discharge from Tanks Subjected to

Forced Longitudinal Vibration)

ABSTRACT

Results of an investigation of discharge from vibrating

discharge tanks are presented in this study. A primary objec-

tive of this research was to explain the retardation of flow

from discharge tanks subjected to vibratory motion previously

found. Measurements are presented describing the effect of

various vibratory conditions on discharge. An investigation

was made of the pressure amplitudes at the bottom of a con-

tainer with a closed discharge tube. Measurements were also

made at the same position during discharge. Bot:, the discharge

and the no discharge pressure amplitudes are compared with pre-

viously obtained analytical results. The functional dependency

of flow retardation on vibrational acceleration level was ex-

perimentally determined. Experimental results were obtained

for very low frequencies (5 cps) and higher dues (30 cps).

The measurements are compared to a previous prediction which

is valid for low frequencies. The variation of the time

1 This section of part II of the final report was pub-
lished as a Master's thesis on "Liquid Discharge from Tanks
Subjected to Forced Longitudinal Vibration" by James Allen
Pesar, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana, June 1968.

T
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averaged pressure at the discharge tube entrance was measured

for both vibratory and nonvibratory discharge. The measure-

ments indicated a. decreased average pressure at the discharge

tube inlet during vibration. An explanation is given for the

flow retardation based on the decreased average pressure

measured at the discharge tube inlet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The influence of a vibratory environment upon liquid

propellants is becoming increasingly important in rocket

technology. Large rockets are known to undergo severe

structural vibration during flight. This vibration is known

to cause considerable surface sloshing as well as large

moments which effect vehicle stability (1, 2)*. It has been

found that when cylindrical discharge tanks are exposed to

longitudinal vibration, there is-actually a retardation of

flow which can be attributed to the vibration (3). Experi-

mental results indicate that the magnitude of this flow re-

tardation increases with increased vibrational acceleration

ievel and decreases with increasing frequency when the

vibrational acceleration level is maintained constant.

In the investigation reported here, an attempt was made

to explain the flow retardation described in Reference 3. It

was found that the average prsseure occurring in the dis-

charge tube inlet is lower when vibration is present (see

Figure 1). This appears to be the most feasible cause of

the retardation effects observed previously.

I

Numbers in parentheses refer to Bibliography.
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In the discharge experiments performed, the test fluid

used was water. Experiments were conducted for vibratory

discharge conditions and for vibratory situations in the

absence of flow. The experimental results are presented in

the form of plots of dimensionless liquid height as a function

of dimensionless time, dimensionless pressure amplitude as

a function of frequency, and time-averaged pressure at the

discharge tube entrance as a function of time. Where possible,

these results are compared with previous predictions and

with results of further analysis carried out as part of this

research.

A brief discussion of a previous attempt to explain

the retardation of Reference 3 is given first. This is

followed by a review of some of the pertinent literature,

a description of the experimental apparatus and procedure,

an analysis of discharge under vibratory conditions, and

finally a presentation of experimental results and com-

parison with theory.

I
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Figure 1. Simplified Geometry of Discharge Container
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2. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Originally the test apparatus employed by Schoenhals.

Winter and Griggs was used (Figure 2). The inlet to the

discharge tube was modified in such a way that pressure

measurements could be made there. The measurements were to

be made using variable-capacitance diaphragm type pressure

transducers. They were mounter± in such a way that there
r
was no relative motion between the transducers and the vibrat-

ing discharge tank. They were also mounted so that the

diaphragms were subjected to only pressure forces and not

to forces caused by the vibrational acceleration level main-

tained on the discharge apparatus. The resulting pressure

fluctuations recorded were in many cases not repeatable,

and no correlation could be made using the data obtained.

It was felt that the inconsistencies found in the re-

sulting data could be attributed to one or both of the follow-

ing conditions:

(A) In mounting the pressure transducers, it was

often necessary to use copper tubing which was

10 to 12 inches in length. The effect of this

extra length on the pressure measured by the

transducers was not known (see Appendix A).
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(B) The test section supporting structure was

constructed of long, slender members which.were

subjected to considerable flexure (Figure 7).

Because the supporting structure was not rigid,

there was often considerable lateral motion in

addition to the longitudinal motion imposed. It

was found that the discharge tank was subjected

to both rotation about its axis and translation

perpendicular to its axis. An accelerometer

was mounted perpendicular to the direction of

vibratory excitation, and in the worst case

it was found that the magnitude of acceleration

perpendicular to the longitudinal motion was even

greater than the input acceleration.

With these two conditions under consideration, a new

test section was designed and built (Figure 3). This new

test apparatus had all of the capabilities of the earlier

one. Also, it was possible to measure the pressure fluctua-

tions using piezoelectric type pressure transducers. Usiag

this improved apparatus, the experiments of Schoe--nhals, at aly,

were repeated and p ressure measurements were simultaneously

made during the liquid discharge.

V,
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY

With the advent of large multistage liquid fueled

rockets, a great deal of interest has arisen with regard to

the behavior of liquid fuel systems during flight. Fuel and`_

oxidizer tanks are of particular importance because of their

effects on vehicle stability. In certain cases self excited'

longitudinal vibration has been attr'buted to strong periodic

variations in engine thrust which are caused by the combined

dynamic interaction of engine, structure and propellant

supply system (1, 4).

Abramson (2) has reviewed much of the work done on the

behavior of liquids exposed to vibratory environments.

Fonder, Blount and Fritz (5) have studied _bubble

coalescence in a longitudinally vibrated ,liquid container.

An analytical method was developed to predict the inception

and growth rates of gas and vapor bubbles. Bleach (B) has

investigated the basic equations gover=ning the mt-'-ion of

small gas bubbles in a liquid in the presence of Vibration.

The mechanism whit: causes bubbles to Brave contrsry to:

gravity is also explained. The cyclic migration of bubble

clusters in a vibrating liquid column 'ss been investigated

by Buchanan, Jameson, and Odjoe (7). Kana and -Dodge (g) ass

Schoenh,als and Overeamp ( , 10) have 41so investigated bubbl .;

8
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behavior under the same conditions. Buchanan, et al., have

developed an equation which accurately predicts the minimum

frequency required for bubble migration. Baird (11) has

investigated the dynamics of large bubbles formed in a high

viscosity liquid.

In addition to the study of bubble motion, Schoenhals

and Overcamp (9, 10) have measured and analytically pre-

dicted the pressure distribution in vertically vibrated

liquid containers.

Dodge, Kana, and Abramson (12) have analyzed liquid

surface oscillations in rigid cylindrical containers exposed

to low frequency vibration. They have presented an experi-

mental and analytical study of the ncfnlinear liquid surface

sloshing and jump-phenomenon which occur when a confined

liquid is subjected to forced longitudinal acceleration.

Fashbaugh and Streeter (1) and Lehner (4) have develop-

ed analog methods to solve the partial differential equations

of continuity and momentum describing the unsteady flow

occurring in the propulsion system of a rocket during flight.

Winter and Schoehnals (13) have performed a similarity

study of gravity and pressure driven liquid discharge from

propellant tanks. The study was done using discharge tanks

with simplified geometries. The instantaneous liquid height

wa,s found as a function of various similarity parameters,

namely dimensionless time, pressure drop, and various geo-

metric parameters. Experimental results were presented in
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the form of pilots of instantaneous dimensionless liquid

height vei3us dimensionless time, and these were compared

with analytically prediciad results. Test fluids associated

with high Reynolds number (water) and with low Reynolds

number (glycerin) were used in the experiments.

Schoenhals, Winter and Grigg- (3) have investigated

the effect of a vibratory environment on the discharge of

fluids from discharge tanks of simplified geometries. It

was found that there is a flow retardation caused by the

vibratory conditions. The magnitude of this flow retardation

increases with increasing vibrational acceleration level at

constant frequency, and decreases with increasing frequency

at constant acceleration level. An investigation of the

physical phenomena accompanying discharge under vibratory

conditions was also conducted. Photographs depicting the

violent surface sloshing, and the formation and migration

of bubble clusters were presented. Results of discharge

experiments were given by means of plots of the instantaneous

dimensionless liquid height versus dimensionless time. Using

a visco-elasr c model, a prediction of the dimensionless

pressure amplitude (independent of vibrational acceleration

level) was given as a function of dimensionless frequency.

W-
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4. EXPERIMLNTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.1 Introduction

In order to experimentally investigate discharge from

tanks subjected to longitudinal vibration, it was necessary

to design and construct a specialized apparatus. As explain-

ed previously, it was desirable to use an apparatus as rigid

as possible. A method of measuring the pressure in the

discharge tube inlet with both piezoelectric and diaphragm

type pressure transducers was incorporated into the inlet

design. An auxiliary tank for making flow rate measurements

during vibratory experiments was designed and installed

(Figure 4).

4.2 Overall Vibratory System and Control Equipment

Vibratory excitation of the test apparatus was supplied

by means of a 5000-pound-force electrodynamic shaker system

(Figure 1). The system consisted of a Ling-Callidyne Shaker

(Figure 4), and a Westinghouse Industrial. Audio Amplifier,

Type FG-11. The shaker was controlled using an MB Electronics

Company Automatic Vibration Exciter Control, Type N-572

(Figure 4). With this vibration control, it was possible

to set and maintain a given vibrational acceleration level

W,
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vibrational acceleration level was monitored with a SrUel'

and Kjaer Type 4334-150025 accelerometer (Figure 5). The

electric charge generated by the accelerometer was converted

to voltage and displayed using an Unholtz-Dickie, Model

gPMCCA Charge Amplifier (not shown). The input frequency

was accurately measured using a Computer Measurements

Corporation Model 226-A Universal Timer-Counter.

4.3 Test Apparatus

4.3.1 Supporting Structure

The test apparatus was rigidly attached to the vibrator

table of the shaker by means of eight 1 11 inch diameter

twelve inch long A-325 aluminum rods . (Figure 5). A lIg inch

thick aluminum pl"ate was bolted to these supporting rods.

Using 31 inch diameter brass rods, the bottom plate and top

plate were held in position with the discharge tank held -

between them. These brass rods served the . dual purpose of

holding the discharge tank in position, and of giving the

system added rigidity.

4.3.2 Discharge Tank
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Figure 5. Discharge Tank';ounted on Vibrator TaL1e
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A splash guard was also installed to keep the water from

splashing out during the early stages of discharge. The

bottom plate had a hole in it so that the discharge tube

adaptor could be installed and held in position. Both the

bottom and top plates contained machined grooves in which the

plexiglass cylinder was placed. A rubber gasket was used in

each groove. These served as compression gaskets and as

seals against leaks.

4.3.3 Discharge Tube

The discharge tube adaptor was made from plexiglass

plate and tubing (Figures 6 and 7'). The tube was	 inches

in diameter and 6 inches in length as measured from the top

of the bottom plate. Pressures were measured at two locations;

in the discharge tube, and at the tank bottom near the entrance

to the tube (Figure 7). Pressure measurements were made

using two types of pressure transducers. The piezoelectric

type (Kistler, Model 701A) was mounted in the adaptor plate

itself. The variable capacitance diaphragm type (Pace,

Model P7D) had to be mounted on an auxiliary plate which

was rigidly bolted to the aluminum rods described previously,

(Figure 5). The Pace Transducers were connected tc the

discharge tube by means of k inch diameter copper tubing

(Figure 6).

f
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Figure 6. View of Pressure Transducers and Discharge Tube
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TUBE ENTRANCE
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Figure 7. Discharge Tube Adaptor With Pressure Tap Positions



4.3.4 Auxiliary Tank

The auxiliary tank used for measurement of the liquid

height as a function of time consisted of a plexiglass-

cylinder 9 inches in diameter (Figure 4). A Pace pressure

transducer was located at the bottom of the tank. With this

transducer, It was possible to find the height of water in

the auxiliary tank. During discharge exp p.rimenrs, water

from the discharge tank flowed from the test cylinder into

the auxiliary tank. The pressure at the bottom of the

auxiliary tank was recorded as a function of time using the

Sanborn Recorder (Figure 4). Since there was a definite

relationship between the pressure at the auxiliary tank

bottom and the height of liquid in the discharge tank, the

liquid height was known as a function of time.

4.4 Procedure

Before each discharge experiment, the liquid height in

the auxiliary tank was brought to a predetermined reference

level. The pressure at the auxiliary tank bottom was.then

recorded on a Sanborn Model 134-100B Four Channel Recorder
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activated. The vibrational acceleration level and input

frequency were set using the vibration control (Figure 4).

The input frequency 'was accurately checked with the electronic

counter. The acceleration level was monitored with an

accelerometer (Figure 5). When both the acceleration and

frequency level were adjusted to the desired values, dis-

charge was in?.tiated.

The time-averaged pressure and the pressure amplitude

in the discharge tube inlet were measured with two different

pressure transducer systems (Figure 6 and 7). The Pace

system was similar to that employed in the auxiliary tank.

In order to obtain the time-averaged pressure acting in the

inlet, an electrical filtering system was employed. This

system could be switched on or off during discharge experi-

ments thus giving either time-averaged inlet pressure or

the pressure amplitude, whichever was desired. The pressure

amplitude was measured using a Kistler Pressure Transducer

Model 701A (Figure 6). The charge generated by the pressure

transducer was converted to voltage using a Kistler Charge

Amplifier, Model 504 (Figure 4). The signal was then dis-

played on a Tektronix Model 502A Dual Beam Oscilloscope

(Figure 4).

- F
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5. ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Two separate analyses of the physical phenomena en-

countered are presented in this section. The first is an

analysis of discharge from a liquid discharge tank which is

vibrating at low frequencies. D'Alembert's principle is

employed in this analysis. The resulting expression is one

which predicts the time averaged mass flow rate of fluid

from a vibrating discharge tank. This time averaged value

is compared to the flow rate from a stationary discharge

tank, and a prediction is made as to the functional dependence

of the flow retardation on the vibrational accelerate -)n levil.

The second analysis yields a prediction of the pressure

amplitude at the bottom of a closed container. Studies of

this type have been given previously and are cited in

References 3, 6, and 9. Only the pertinent features of the

analysis are presented here. The dimensionless pressure

amplitude is given as a function of the dimensionless

angular frequency.

5.2 quasi Steady Analysis

Consider an incompressible fluid being discharged in

a quasi steady 'manner from a discharge tank oscillating at

20
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very low frequency (Figure 0). The velocity of a fluid

particle of mass m, moving with respect to the fixed coordinate

system, is v f . The velocity of this particle with respect

to a coordinate system moving with the tank velocity v t , is

v ft . The velocity of the fluid element v f , is the vector

sum of the absolute velocity of the tank v t , and the relative

velocity vft'

of = v t
 + vft	

{1)

The equation of motion of the particle for the y

direction is

dv _

L Fy	
m 

dtf	 m 'j	—t
t 

vft	 (2))

Here the vector symbols are deleted since only the y direction

is considered. The only forces acting on i`e particle are

the net pressure force, F p , the net viscous shear force, F$,

and the gravitational force, mg. Thus equation 2 can be

written as

m 
dt (vt

 + v
ft )

 = Fp + Fs - mg	 (3)

dv

t	

dv
or	 m dt = Fp	+ FS - mg - m dtt	 (4)

dvt

dt	 is the acceleration of the vibrating tank, and is

equal to g  cos wt. Now,

M

dv

 = FP + Fs - mg - Mg  cos wt	 (S)

d t
or	 m dt - Fp + Fs - m (g t g  cos wt)	 (6)
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The term (-mg v cos wt) is the D'Alembert force, i.e., the

effective body force acting on the fluid particle caused by

the acceleration imposed on the discharge tank.

Now consider an incompressible fluid being discharged

under the influence of a gravitational field g. In the

absence.of vibration the quasi steady flow rate, according

to the Bernoulli equation, is proportional to g . When

the tank is vibrated the effective body force field acting

on the fluid in the container is (g + g  cos wt) according

to Equation (d). If the oscillations are of very low

frequency, the fluid responds to this gravitational field

in a quasi-steady time varying manner. Again employing the

Bernoulli equation, one obtains the result that the instan-

taneous velocity is proportional to Vylg t gv cos w j. Thus
the instantaneous mass flow rate is proportional to the

instantaneous velocity;

to ti v ti Jy , g + g  cos wt 	 .	 (7)

If the instantaneous mass flow rate is integrated over the

complete vibration cycle, the tit,a averaged value can be

obtained as
2w

M ti 
2	 y g+ gv cos wt	 d(wt)	 (g)

a

If this relation is integrated over the completed vibration

and compared with the result for g v = 0, a prediction of

the flow retardation is obtained. The percent retardation is
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Percent Retardation = no vibration	 mvibration	 (9)

mno vibration

Equation (9) may be written as

211

2 	 VYIg + g v cos wtT d(wt )

Percent Retardation = 1 -	 0	
(10)

SY

or	 it

1Percent Retardation = 1- 211 VII + G cos wt	 d(wt)(11)

0

This procedure has been carried out by Schoenhals, Winter,

and Griggs (3). This prediction is presented in Figure 9.

5.3 Pressure Amplitude at the BottoM

of a Closed Container

Consider the longitudinal one-dimensional wave behavior

of a compressible fluid in a cylindrical container with

elastic walls. (For a detailel analysis, see References 3,

8, and 9.) For the container shown in Figure 10, the

equation of motion is

a2 YY _ c 2 a 2 2 +
g

at	 aX

where c is the longitudinal wave velocity given by

(1)
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In Equation (2) a is the acoustic velocity for the fluid; B

is the fluid bulk modulus; D is the cylinder diameter; E is

Young's modulus for the container and s is the thickness of

the container wall. The boundary conditions are

	

-Ex ax (O^ t) - P u	(3)

and	 Y(y - L, t) = Y  eiwt	 (4)

The solution to the boundary value problem is of the form

Y(x,t) = Y0 (x) t Y 1 (x,t)	 (5)

The pressure distribution is obtained by differentiating

the solution Y(x,t). The pres-ure distribution at any

position x is given by

sin
mx

p(x,t) = P + Pg x + Pgvrs^	 w(c L) 
eiwt	

(5)u
cos	 y - c

The pressure distribution at the container bottom (x = Y-L)

is given by

sin `- (.Y-L-)
p(y -L,t) = P u + pg(y -L) + pgy^w) cos w(y-LT 

g imt	 (7)

The steady component

ullage pressure, Pu,

The real part of the

PO = P

of pressure consists_ of two parts, the

and the hydrostatic pressure, pg(y-L).

oscillating pressure, p o , is giver, by

gv (c [tan w (--g-=) ] cos wt.	 ( 6 )
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This result was obtained by Schoenhals and Overcamp (8, 9).

It is valid,provi.'ed that no bubbles are contained in the

fluid. If bubbles are present, the oscillating component

of pressure is altered.

The first resonant frequency is obtained from Equation

(8). It occurs when w(^) = 2 . The pressure amplitude

becomes very large at resonance, even if g  is small. The
P

dimensionless pressure amplitude, 	 o	 , as a functionPgV(y-L)
of the dimensionless angular frequency, w(— (y -L) , was presented

by Schoenhals, Winter and Griggs (3), and is illustrated in

Figure 11. For the system used in the present study the

resonant frequency was about 170 cps, and for all but a few

discharge experiments the resonant frequency was well above

the imposed frequency.
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6. RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

The data obtained from measurements performed are

presented in this chapter. Results are first given in the

form of plots of dimensionless liquid height versus dimension-

less time. Then, experimental measurements of the pressure

amplitude at the inlet of the discharge tube are plotted

for both transient discharge and for a closed bottom contain-

er in the absence of flow. Predictions of the total dis-

charge time, as determined from the analysis of Reference 3

are compared with the corresponding total discharge times

observed experimentally. Finally, measurements of the time

averaged pressure at the discharge tube inlet during dis-

charge are presented.

6.2 Measurements of Liquid Height As a

Function of Time

The measurements described in this section qualitatively

agree with those obtained by Schoenhals, Winter, and Griggs

(3). In Figures 12 and 13, the retardation effect of in-

creasing G-level on the discharge process is illustrated for

various frequencies of vibration. In Figures 14 tarough 21

the data has been plotted to show the attenuating effect of

frequency.

30
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6.3 Measurements of Pressure Amplitudes

Experiments were first performed with the discharge

tube closed so that no flow from the tank occurred. The

measurements were repeated for the discharge situation by

simply opening the discharge tube. Measurements were made

at two positions, na— ly in the entrance region of the

discharge tube, and at the tank bottom very close to the

discharge tube entrance.

IY, Figures 22 and 23, the pressure amplitudes measured

at position 1 and 2 respectively, are compared with the pre-

dictions for a closed bottom container (Figure 11). These

measurements were obtained by first filling the discharge

tank to a specified level and then beginning at low frequency

(5 cps), increasing the frequency up to 200 cps. The first

natural frequency was encount-red at about 175 cps. The

natural frequency is indicated by the large pressure amplitudes

which have been discussed in Section 5.3. Figures 22 and 23

contain the comparison of the experimental data with the

closed bottom prediction.

Experimental verifi.^ation of the one dimensional wave

theory (3, 8, 9, 10) by varying the liquid height, y, is

presented in Figure 24. In these experiments the dimension-

less frequency was varied by varying (y-L). The pressure

amplitudes measured at position 1 follow only the trend of

the analytical prediction and only for values of

	

	 O.501
c

g	 When -
(y

-L) < 0.50, the dimensionless pressure amplitudes
=	 c
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at position 1 increased with decreasing dimensionless frequency.

For transducer position 2, the trind is the same as predicted

over the entire range of dimensionless frequency, although

the measured values are slightly lower than predicted.

In Figures 25 and 26 the pressure amplitudes at the
f

discharge tube inlet are presented. These experiments were

performed at a high frequency (250 cps) and a low G-level.

The experimental results of Figure 24 are replotted for the

purpose of comparison. In both Figures 25 and 26 pressure

amplitudes for the discharge experiments are greater than

those obtained in the closed bottom experiments. It can be

seen in Figure 25 that the resonance peak during discharge

is shifted to a higher dimensionless frequency compared with

that for the no discharge situation. Correspondingly, in

Figure 26 the resonance peak for the discharge case is

located to the right of that for no discharge.

6.4 Total Discharge Time

In Figures 27 and 28, the experimentally measured

total discharge time is compared with the low frequency

prediction illustrated in Figure 9. The frequencies used

were 5 and 10 cps for the measurements given in Figure 27,

while in Figure 28 a much higher frequency (30 cps) was used.

There is good agreement between the prediction and the

measurements only for the lower frequency cases. I
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The discharge measurements presented in Section 6.2

agree with those given in Reference 3. The same trends

were obser-ed, a flow retardation effect which increases

with increasing vibrational acceleration level and is

attenuated with increasing frequency. This effect is now

arll established, but further experiments should be per-

formed at high G-levels and very low frequ`ncies.

The pressure amplitude measurements presented in

Section 6.3 are in partial agreement with the analytically

predicted and experimentally determined results of Reference

3, 8, 9, and 10. In Figures 22 and 23 the experimentally

determined pressure amplitudes, plotted as a function of

frequency, agree with the trends and orders of magnitude

given by the prediction. The experimental measurements at

position 2, which are illustrated in Figure 24, are in

excellent agreement with the analytical prediction. The

measured pressure amplitudes were only very slightly less

than predicted by the exact solution. This slight deviation

is understandable in view of the presence of some energy

dissipation. During discharge the fluid container is open

at the bottom, thus providing a direct path for pressure

release. As pointed out by Schoenhals, Winter and Griggs (3),
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this leads to the expectation that the pressure amplitude

at the discharge tube inlet should be less than that for a

container with a closed discharge tube. This, however, is

not the case as can be seen in Figures 25 and 26 which show

that the amplitudes measured during discharge were larger

over most of the frequency range investigated. in the case

of transducer position 2, the natural frequency was shifted

to a higher value than the natural frequency for the closed

bottom container. The natural frequency for the latter is

given b y the expression, w(y-b) = 2	 As the liquid level,
(y-L), decreases the natural frequency increases. For

position 1 the natural frequency during discharge was also

shifted to the right. Figures 24, 25, and 26 indicate that

the pressure amplitudes increased for small values of

dimensionless frequency. The behavior suggests that there

was some error involved in the measuring technique. It

appeared that the error involved in the measuring technique

was significant only when the liquid height was small. In

Figure 7 a diagram of the discharge tube adaptor is shown.

The Kistler Pressure Transducer was mounted in the positions

indicated in the figure. In order to measure the pressure

pulsations at the indicated positions, it was necessary for

the pressure signals to travel from the pressure taps

through the drilled holes in the plexiglass adaptor to the

pressure transducers. Both of these holes had right angle

bends connecting the vertical and horizontal sections which
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were each an inch in length (Figure 7). Even when the

liquid height in the discharge tank was zero, liquid still

remained in the connecting holes. The behavior of the liquid

in these connecting sections during vibration was not

specifically studied in the present investigation. However,

the experimental results indicated that its effect was

negligible during the early stages of discharge. As the

liquid height in the tank became small the effect of the

liquid remaining, in the connecting holes became significant'.

The liquid in the vertical section evidently caused a

)ressure amplitude to be measured by the transducer even

when the liquid height in the tank was zero (y-L=0). At

zero liquid height in the container, a pressure amplitude

of 0.04 PSI was measured at position 1 when a G-level of

0.5 and a frequency of 250 cps were imposed on the test

apparatus. For the same vibratory conditions a pressure

amplitude of 0.05 PSI was observed at position 2. It

appears, then, that the most feasible explanation for the

increasing dimensionless pressure amplitude observed at low

dimensionless frequencies is that the inertia of the residual

liquid in the connecting holes induced an unwanted contribu-

tion to the pressure pulsations occurring at the transducer.

It is recommended for future investigations that the trans-

ducers be mounted in d_rect contact with the flui, - at the

locations under study.

In Section 6.4 the results of actual vibratory dis-

charge times are compared to those predicted by Schoenaals,	 -
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Minter, and Griggs (3). In Figure 27 results of experiments

performed at low frequencies (5 and 10 cps) are presented.

The experimentally determined results plotted in Figure 23

were obtained at higher frequencies (30 cps). In both the

case of low frequency discharge and discharge at higher

frequency, there is qualitative agreement between the ex-

perimentally determined results and the prediction. The

magnitude of the flow retardation increased with increasing

G-levels. For the experiments performed at low frequency

(Figure 27), there is essentially no deviation between

experiment and prediction. At low frequencies the fluid

behaves in accordance with the model described in Section

5.2. The fluid responds in a quasi steady time varying

manner; thus there is good agreement. This is not the case

for the data presented in Figure 28. Here it can be seen

that considerable discrepency exists between the experimental

results and the prediction. This, however, is understandable

because at higher frequencies the fluid does not respond in

the manner for which the analysis was derived. The fluid

fails to respond in a quasi steady manner because of its

inertia. In order to have closer agreement between experi-

mental results and the prediction a more accurate model must

be developed, one that includes the effect of the response

of the fluid to frequency. For complete verification of the

low frequency analysis, more experiments at higher G-levels

should be performed. Because of the limitations of the
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experimental apparatus used, such experiments could not be

carried out as part of this research.

The variation of the time averaged pressure in the

discharge tube entrance for various vibratory conditions is

presented in Section 6.5. The measurements are compared

with the pressure at the same location for non-vibratory dis-

charge. In each case the pressure measured during vibration

was less than that measured for no vibration with all other

conditions being the same. In the absence of a more

sophisticated model the flow retardation efftct can be

understood, at least intuitively. The downward force acting

at the top of -che fluid column in the discharge tube is

smaller under vibratory condtions than it is in the absence

of vibration (Figures 29 through 33). This lower force

would be expected to produce a smaller flow rate. This

retardation was definitely observed in this investigation

(Figures 12 through 21).
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APPENDIX A

Frequency Response of Pace Transducer System

.The effect of vibration on the performance of the Pace

Transducer measuring system (Figures 6 and 7) is presented

in the form of plots of dimensionless pressure amplitude

as a function of frequency. For the results presented in

Figure 34 the liquid height was maintained at a specified

level, and the frequency was varied in increments. The

pressure amplitude measurements were obtained at position 1.

The normal length connecting tube was employed (Figure 6).

The results indicate a natural frequency which is about one

third of the actual value. The measurements given in Figure

35 were obtained at position 2. Again the normal length

connecting tube was used. The results of Figure 35 again

indicate a natural frequency of one third the actual value.

In order to ascertain, whether or not the resonance

curves were a characteristic of the transducer-connecting

tube system, or of the transducer alone, similar experiments

were performed with a longer connecting tube. These results

are plotted in Figure 36. The natural frequency is again

low, but for this case it is about one sixth the actual

value. These results indicate that as the connecting tube

length is increased, the natural frequency measured decreases.
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Thus, the transducer should be in direct contact with the

fluid at the point of measurement.
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Calibration of Pressure Transducers

Kistler Transducer

The Kistler Pressure Transducer was calibrated using

a method suggest-d in the "Operating and Service Instructions"

supplied with the pressure transducer and charge amplifier.

The method used was essentially a dead weight method.

The transducer aas mounted in a specially constructed

calibration adaptor. Using this adaptor it was possibe to

connect the transducer to a system capable of applying

pressures up to 75 PSIG. The transducer was electrically

connected to the charge amplifier with a low-noise cable.

The system pressure was carefully set at a specified value

which was determined with a Bourdon gage. The voltage out-

put of the charge amplifier was then measured with an

oscilloscope. The results of this calibration procedure

are shown in Figures 37 through 40.

Pace Transducers

The Pace Pressure Transducers used in measuring the

time averaged pressure at the discharge tube inlet were

calibrated using the same system as that used for the

Kistler Pressure Transducer. The voltage output was
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measured using an oscilloscope. These measurements are

shown in Figures 41 through 44.

The Pace Transducer u3ed in determining the height of

liquid in the auxiliary tank was calibrated in a different

Th	 '1'	 t	 k	 f'll d	 'th	 t	 t	 =manner,	 a auxi nary an. was i e wi	 wa er in incremen s.

The voltage output was recorded on a Sanborn Recorder. These

results are presented in Figures 45 and 46.
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